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Letter 839
TERMINAL DREAM
The Powers of Witchcraft and Sorcery
2019-12-17
Dear Yeshua,
Tuesday, 17 December 2019, 11AM.
At about 5:30AM this morning I awoke from a dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was standing outside of the front entrance to the Union ’76 Gas Station/Convenience
Store, located at the East end of the town of my postal address, and where I get most of my
mail.
Standing in front of me and to my right , between me and the Store, was what appeared to
be a pencil outline drawing of a man. He was about the size of a Giant, at least 12 feet tall.
Within the center of the Giant Penciled-in Man was standing another man, who was solid in
appearance. The Solid Man stood only about 5’ 8” in height, and looked fully human. And
he emanated a strong powerful Force of Evil.
While I saw the Solid Man’s entire form, I was mainly focused on his head and eyes. He had
coal black hair, and coal black eyes.
And while standing, I was simultaneously opposing both the Penciled-in Man, and the Solid
Man, and was looking the Solid Man right in his eyes.
END OF DREAM.
Post dream analysis says that:
Monday night before I retired for the evening, I received electronic communications from
another Seer, a Brother who lives in the Netherlands. I then forwarded the bulk of that
exchange to two other Brothers. Please permit me to quote from the email I sent them. For
greater detail, please see Letters 833, 834, 835, 836 Volume 9.
BEGIN EMAIL QUOTE:
Brethren,
Yesterday I posted the body of this email on the Divine Council Forum.
Another Seer from the Netherlands (who knows me and my testimony well) responded.
Here are is the exchange which followed:
=======
(DUTCH SEER)
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Hi j9,
Concerning your dog, I do not understand anything what you write about the medical
information.
But this is what I see:
There are only two powers who attack your dog, because you are causing a lot of troubles to
them in the heavenly realms. So they do evil and strange things to your dog. These are powers,
no angels, namely the powers of sorcery and witchcraft.
At this very moment they leave your dog and do not return in the near future. So it should go
better with Tansy the coming days.
Many greetings,
=======
(ME)
Thank you Brother. What we see in the spirit is often times more reliable than what is known
in the natural.
I do have a question:
Do you have any detail on what makes a "power" different from that of a fallen angel?
I have thought off and on about this and have not yet reached a conclusion.
(DUTCH SEER)
Hi j9,
First, it should go better now with Tansy...
I'll try to explain it as good as possible and start with a warning to eveyone reading the
following. If you like to engage yourself in warring against the powers of darkness it is
important to be aware of the dangers. Demons are the lowest in rankings of the evil powers,
angels and other beings. They have not much power and inUluence compared to all the rest.
And you probably know they cause a lot of problems.
I mean this, your heart must be sincere before the Lord, there must be no hidden sins and you
must be shielded like you can read in Ephecians 6. It is good to come up against the evil forces,
but be cautious. I know a lot of people from which the lives were destroyed because they were
Uighting against regional evil angels. And lost. If you like to do that ask our Lord if this is for
you.
Now about your question, j9. A "power" is what it is, just a power. You can see it for instance as
an electromagnetic Uield in an area, or as a cloud in the sky. Usually there is no sharp border to
a power. It is a life-form God created, different from angels.
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A "power" saturates a person or a region or country with its presence. For a "power" it is more
difUicult to inUluence you as a Christian than when you are non-Christian.
Powers are subjected to some hierarchy. They communicate with each other, especially when
they belong to the same "family." For instance the power of islam. Big portions of the earth are
subjected to him. But he is the head of the sunni and shia and other like powers.
Powers can be over big portions of the earth, while angels can not. Angels have a body and a
lot of power. They are also hierarchical organized. But when they have power over a big
region they do it because they have other angels exercizing inUluence over this piece of land.
"Hate", for instance is a "power" and saturates big portions of countries. The angel of Nepal is
mighty and exercizes his inUluence over the angels of provinces, who dominate the angels of
regions, who direct the angels over cities and villages and so on to the smallest/lowest level.
I myself see angels as humanlike beings with and without wings. In my whole life I have seen
angels in another form like animals very seldom. Only 5 times. Although other seers see angels
in many different forms. I do see "powers" usually as a kind of "Uield" that completely saturates
a person, animal or piece of land.
Ok, I hope this is sufUicient.
Many greetings,
=======
(ME)
Very excellent (Brother). As we compare our different parts ("...we know in part, we prophecy
in part..."), the whole picture becomes more clear.
Thank you.
=======
(ME)
According to what the Lord Holy Spirit revealed in the dream I had last night, these two
powers had joined forces, with the Power of Sorcery operating from WITHIN the Power of
Witchcraft.
Upon my wrestling with both of them in the dream, the Lord invoked "Rule of Engagement-3*",
which sent both Powers to the Pit, where they can no longer effect mankind, or creation.
--j9
*"Rule of Engagement-3" (ROE-3) says that any evil spirit I come into contact with is then sent
immediately to the Pit (Abyss). Even though the Pit is a spiritual place within the center of the
earth, they are no longer in "spirit-space", and can no longer inUluence or effect "earth-space".
=======
END OF POSTINGS
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*Attached is the dream I mentioned:
MORE EMAIL QUOTE:
=======
Brethren,
The Uight to improve Tansy’s health is not over.
A strange anomaly is occurring which I believe is spirit-space sourced.
Wednesday of this week I took Tansy to the vet to have her blood glucose monitored
throughout the day, which they call a “glucose curve".
The desired goal number is I think at or just below the 200 range.
The Uirst reading started off in the 500s, then after giving her breakfast and her Uirst insulin
shot, the numbers progressively declined throughout the day. When I picked her up at about
4:30PM, her Uinal count at the vet was 220. Not bad. This may have been due in part to a
different insulin mix, and an increase in dosage.
I got Tansy home and fed her dinner. About 30 minutes later, before I gave her the PM insulin
shot, I took a glucose reading, only to Uind her numbers had climbed back up to 513. This was
at 6:45PM, only hours after getting the 220 reading at the Vets.
Then, the next morning, her glucose was at 537 before breakfast and medicine.
At that point I began to wonder if my testing kit was malfunctioning. But I tested it with the
control Uluid that comes with the kit, and it read out in normal parameters.
I made an appt. to see the vet for that morning (Thursday). We were there at about 8:30AM,
and we saw Tansy's Vet. He was not overly alarmed, saying that sometimes it takes time to
“dial-in” the right dosage. Plus, she will be at the vet's all day next Wednesday for another
blood-glucose curve analysis.
Today (Saturday), she came in at 608 at 6:20AM, and 454 at noon. I will testing her again at
about 5PM before dinner.
Last night I was pondering all this before the Lord, along with these questions.
How, while using the exact same testing equipment, and the exact same insulin (Vetsulin),
using the exact same procedures, do I get a markedly different reading at my home than they
did at the Veterinary Clinic?
The Lord then reminded me of two dreams I had over 3 years ago.
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Before we get to that point, I would ask if you could please read these Letters, which will bring
you both up to speed with the current battle.
http://www.letterstodan.com/
resourcesLTDPDFV9L740_V9L833_HRsWarAgainstTansyDog_P1.pdf
http://www.letterstodan.com/
resourcesLTDPDFV9L740_V9L834_HRsWarAgainstTansyDog_P2.pdf
http://www.letterstodan.com/
resourcesLTDPDFV9L740_V9L835_HRsWarAgainstTansyDog_P3.pdf
And some pictures that go along with these Letters.
http://www.letterstodan.com/resources/ComArt/IDEA_25a_JESUSLOVESCRITTERS_c_.png
http://www.letterstodan.com/resources/ComArt/IDEA_25b_JESUSLOVESFISHES_c_.png
Now, to attempt to answer my question above.
In the Letter below, I write about two dreams in which a fallen angel curses Tansy Dog. Here
is a quote:
"I was laying in bed. A man (who I now call DECEPTICON) appeared just above me,
and showed me a Ulexible panel screen with writings of deception on them.”
"I had been in a conUlict with an enemy.
One of my little dogs had taken some Uire and became wounded."
http://www.letterstodan.com/resources/LTD-PDF-V6-L431_556/V6L450-DREAMSDecepticon-and-Scaring-My-Dog.pdf
My working hypothesis is that somehow the message from Decepticon's "Ulying scroll” is still
resonating over, or into, my household. This is what is preventing Tansy’s numbers from
responding to the insulin. The numbers respond positively at the Vet because I did not have a
business relationship with them at the time of the dreams. Only here at my house do the
numbers act strange.
At this point, I think the right course of action is to ask Jesus to intervene, to ask Him to “deresonate” the evil message from the evil scroll, and to resonate the Song of His Love for All
Creation into my household and into Tansy Dog’s life.
P. S. Tansy also has a sister dog: Pepper.
http://www.letterstodan.com/resources/LTD-PDF-V9-L740_/
V9L836_DREAM_PepperSuperDog.pdf
I am open to hear any words you may be given concerning this ongoing conUlict.
Many thanks.
—(…)
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P. S. I have another more recent dream which reveals even more HR assaults against
Creatures, mainly household pets.
http://www.letterstodan.com/resources/LTD-PDF-V9L740_V9L772a_DREAM_PutDogInFreezer.pdf
When I woke from the dream, I was very sore in my upper body, indicating that I had
wrestled with a Power level or above.
Additionally, according to the Lord Holy Spirit, the “Giant Penciled-In Man” is the Power of
Witchcraft. And the “Solid Man” is the Power of Sorcery, both previously assigned to
promote the worship of creation by man, rather than worshipping the Creator, and to bring
destruction upon both Creation and Mankind.
This dream occurred after our Brother the Dutch Seer cirst saw the two Powers, thereby
concirming his vision. The Lord showed me by dream the same two powers in a different
form, thereby revealing their location and operating relationship with one another other.
In this case, the Lord activated two different Seers, showing them two different angles of
the same enemy, to reveal the two distinct, yet related enemy elements. This brought better
clarity and superior vision to the Field of Battle.
*The dream mentioned above is the audio version of the one being documented in this
Letter 893.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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